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The Random House Webster’ It offers complete descriptions of each sign, plus full-torso
illustrations.s Compact American Indication Vocabulary Dictionary is a treasury of more than
4,500 indications for the novice and experienced user alike. There is also a subject index for
easy reference and also alternate indications for the same meaning.
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but it is a great start for any student learning ASL A genuine DICTIONARY with parts of speech,
definitions, etc. It is a picture dictionary and provides excellent back-up in the house or
classroom establishing. But a again, an excellent resource. Of course, double check all signals
with someone in your neighborhood Deaf community -- many right here, as from any instructor
in the US, are regional and so are simply not used in my town.The illustrations are full-torso,
making it easier to see the body positioning and also hand formations and they are clear and
easy to understand. Best ASL dictionary I've seen No dictionary of ASL can claim to be the final
word on this dynamic language. But this one seems to be very current. Images and descriptions
are obvious and useful. The preface is a great overview of the special top features of American
Sign Language. A Handy Reference Dictionary We am recently deaf and belong to a deaf golf
club that meets in the local library. I currently had one, so now we practice collectively! It really
is no comprehensive, however, but it is an excellent start for any college student learning
ASL..Up to now, I have not found any essential/common phrases that I could not look up, and
there are actually some signs in this publication that I am just discovering because it is very
thorough. This may be called the Compact Dictionary, but it is obviously not compact in the form
of content (or size, for that matter). Crystal clear and easy to understand. Made a good gift for an
aspiring ASL interpreter- they described their . Teachers! Of course, you would have to
understand that there is not really a single sign assigned for every word anyway. If so, they have
provided a fantastic fingerspelling guide as well. Five Stars good price Five Stars I really like this
book Random House Webster's Compact ASL Very informativeI think it is comprehensive and
simple to use and would definitely recommend it to all levels of ASL users. As an early signer
myself, and one which is trying to work with children on signing aswell, this is very beneficial to
me. TERRIFIC resource for Signing College students &. Very comprehensive. Made a good
present for an aspiring ASL interpreter- they described their other dictionaries are not as good.
Most daily words. It is extremely well organized, the instructions for each sign are obvious and
the illustrations are usually understandable. Bought this for a friend who's partially deaf, but ...
Bought this for a friend who's partially deaf, but only knows just a little signing. Many of us first
checked out the publication in the library, discovered it useful, and have purchased it. Perfect!
Perfect! It's great, alright! I acquired this for my boyfriends birthday and he enjoyed it! This
saved me on ASL exams Great product. Very very good source for learning ASL Extremely
thorough. Illustrations easy to check out.The preface is quite complete like the Nature of Sign
Vocabulary and the Structure, too, so beginners have additional information beyond just the sign
that they find next to the definition.
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